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Codon volatility is defined as the proportion of a codon’s point-mutation neighbors that encode different amino acids. The cumulative
volatility of a gene in relation to its associated genome was recently reported to be an indicator of selection pressure. We used this approach to
measure selection on all available full-length HIV-1 subtype B genomes in the Los Alamos HIV Sequence Database, and compared these
estimates against those obtained via established likelihood- and distance-based comparative methods. Volatility failed to correlate with the
results of any of the comparative methods demonstrating that it is not a reliable indicator of selection pressure.
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Natural selection is defined as the process resulting in the
evolution of organisms best adapted to their environment
(Miller et al., 1993). Measuring natural selection (positive
and negative) across the HIV-1 genome is of tremendous
interest to theoreticians and clinicians alike. Evidence of
positive selection obtained via nucleotide sequence analysis
likely reflects Darwinian adaptation of the virus in response
to environmental pressure (Yang et al., 2003). Cellular and
humoral immunity, host-generated antiviral factors such as
APOBEC3G, and antiretroviral drug therapy are all
purported to contribute to this pressure and select for
adaptive amino acid substitutions in the HIV genome.
Evidence of negative selection, on the other hand, reflects
the inflexibility of amino acid sequence resulting from
functional constraint. The detection and accurate empirical
assessment of both processes are critical to the clinical
management of HIV infection. Positive selection detection
can provide us a window into the evolution of immunologic0042-6822/$ - see front matter. Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.virol.2005.03.014
* Corresponding author. Fax: +1 858 552 7445.
E-mail address: d13smith@ucsd.edu (D.M. Smith).escape and drug resistance, while negative selection can
provide relatively immutable targets for possible therapeutic
intervention (Rambaut et al., 2004).
Natural selection of protein-coding genes is typically
assessed by comparing at least two homologous nucleotide
sequences. Positive selection is usually defined as having
more nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site
(dN) than synonymous substitutions per synonymous site
(dS), while negative selection is defined as the converse
(Miyata and Yasunaga, 1980). Plotkin et al. (2004) recently
described a novel method to detect positive selection using
only a single genome sequence. This approach is based
entirely on the concept of differential ‘‘codon volatility’’,
described as the probability that a point mutation within a
codon results in an amino acid change. For example, the
triplets AGA and CGA both encode arginine. The codon
AGA is assigned a volatility of 0.75, since 6/8 point
mutations in AGA result in an amino acid change, while
CGA is assigned a lower volatility of 0.5, because only 4/8
mutations are nonsynonymous. The method proposed by
Plotkin et al. rests on the assumption that regions under-
going extensive amino acid substitution should on average
contain an excess of highly volatile codons in comparison to
the genome at large. In essence, a highly volatile codon is05) 137 – 143
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Darwinian selection.
Although the notion of using a single sequence to detect
selection may be attractive to many investigators, there are
concerns about the volatility approach arising from the very
nature of the genetic code itself. Mean codon volatilities for
each amino acid vary considerably (from 0.653 for leucine to
1.0 for the non-degenerate methionine and tryptophan). As a
result, a gene’s observed volatility is greatly influenced by its
amino acid composition (Dagan and Graur, 2005). Control-
ling for overall amino acid composition does not adequately
solve this problem, since codons for only 4 out of the 20
amino acids exhibit any variation in volatility whatsoever.
The frequency of these four amino acids (arginine, glycine,
leucine, and serine) inevitably has a disproportionate effect
on a gene’s adjusted relative volatility (P value).
An additional caveat stems from the observation that GC
content and codon usage may vary considerably within
genomes due to factors unrelated to selection at the protein
level (Sharp, 2004; Zhang, 2004). These intragenomic
fluctuations are often driven by the effects of nucleotide
sequence on DNA or RNA structure (Bram, 1971), as well
as the relative abundance of transfer RNA molecules which
modulate the rate at which a given codon is translated
(Moriyama and Powell, 1997). Nevertheless, Plotkin et al.
(2004) demonstrate that volatility P values and dN/dS
estimates obtained using comparative methods align quite
well in their test cases of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and
Plasmodium falciparum. In this study, we apply the codon
volatility approach to measure selection on the HIV-1
genome and systematically compare this technique against
established maximum likelihood- and distance-based com-
parative methods.Results and discussion
To investigate how gene volatility varies in relation to
comparative estimates of selection intensity across theFig. 1. Mean volatility P values across the HIV-1 genome. Gene-specific volatilit
represent s.d.HIV-1 genome, we compiled and analyzed a data set
consisting of all available full-length subtype B HIV-1
sequences. Multiple sequence alignments were generated
for gag, protease, reverse transcriptase (RT), integrase,
env, and nef, excluding all coding regions associated with
overlapping reading frames. Mean volatility P values,
ranked from highest to lowest, were as follows (Fig. 1):
nef, 0.97; protease, 0.63; gag, 0.62; RT, 0.40; env, 0.37;
integrase, 0.12. This hierarchy is in conflict with our
basic understanding of HIV-1 biology. For example, the
rate of evolution of env has been estimated at 1–2% a
year based on longitudinal intrapatient data and is the
highest of all HIV-1 genes (Shankarappa et al., 1999).
Positive selection intensity is expected to be highest on
Env due to its exposed location on the virion surface
with its rapid evolution in response to neutralizing
antibodies and its role as the primary determinant of
cellular tropism in a diverse target cell environment
(Baribaud et al., 2001; Richman et al., 2003).
Selection pressure is typically described as the ratio
between nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous
site (dN) and synonymous substitutions per synonymous
site (dS) (Nei and Gojobori, 1986). We calculated global,
gene-specific estimates of dN/dS using three established
comparative methods: the maximum likelihood-based
approaches of Nielsen–Yang and Kosakovsky Pond, and
the distance-based method of Nei and Gojobori (Kosakov-
sky Pond et al., 2005; Nei and Gojobori, 1986; Yang et al.,
2000). The mean gene-specific estimates of dN/dS across all
three methods, ranked from highest to lowest, were as
follows (Fig. 2): env, 1.30; nef, 0.97; gag, 0.42; protease,
0.32; integrase, 0.28; RT, 0.22. These findings are in
accordance with our concept of viral biology; the surface
antigen is under the strongest positive selection due to
immune pressure, while structural proteins and enzymes are
conserved due to functional constraint.
We calculated a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
for pairwise comparisons between all methods. Results
obtained using the volatility approach failed to correlateies were calculated for 92 full-length subtype B HIV-1 genomes. Error bars
Fig. 2. Comparative estimates of selection intensity across the HIV-1 genome. Three comparative methods (Random Effects Likelihood, Nielsen–Yang, and
Nei–Gojobari) were employed to calculate gene-specific dN/dS estimates for 92 full-length subtype B HIV-1 genomes.
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methods in our study (0.50 < P < 1). In contrast, the
comparative methods were internally consistent, with P
values ranging from 0.016 to 0.058 (Table 1). The tight
correlation between dN/dS estimates derived via Nei–
Gojobori, Nielsen–Yang, and REL speaks to the robustness
of the comparative framework, since there is considerable
methodological divergence between these techniques (Kosa-
kovsky Pond and Frost, in press).
The chemokine receptor preference of an HIV-1 strain
is primarily determined by the third variable region (V3)
of the envelope glycoprotein (Fouchier et al., 1992). The
V3 sequences from CCR5-using (R5) strains have been
reported to be more resistant to positive selection pressure
than CXCR4-using (X4) variants (Shiino et al., 2000). As
an additional test of the volatility method, we attempted to
replicate this finding by determining the coreceptor
phenotype of our data set and measuring positive selection
pressure on both classes of V3 sequences. We predicted
the chemokine receptor usage of all 92 viral strains in our
data set based on V3 amino acid sequence using a
previously trained machine learning algorithm (Pillai et
al., 2003). Twenty-six sequences were predicted to use the
CXCR4 receptor, while the remaining 66 were classifiedTable 1




P value Z score
Volatility vs. REL Rs = 0.0286 P  1 Z = 0.0639
Volatility vs. Yang Rs = 0.3143 P  0.5639 Z = 0.7028
Volatility vs. Nei Rs = 0.3286 P  0.4972 Z = 0.7347
REL vs. Yang Rs = 0.8286 P  0.0583 Z = 1.8527
REL vs. Nei* Rs = 0.9000 P  0.0167 Z = 2.0125
Yang vs. Nei* Rs = 0.9286 P  0.0167 Z = 2.0763
The results of all four methods were compared in a pairwise fashion using a
Spearman’s rank test. The rank correlation coefficient, Rs = 1(6Ad2/n3n),
where n = number of ranks and d = difference between ranks. Asterisks
indicate significant correlations ( P < 0.05).as R5 variants. We measured selection intensity in both
viral populations (R5 and X4) using the Nei–Gojobori,
REL, and codon volatility approaches. Our dN/dS esti-
mates were significantly higher in the X4 subset, in
accordance with earlier reports (Table 2 and Fig. 3). Once
again, observed volatility P values failed to correlate with
dN/dS estimates; mean P values were significantly lower
for the CCR5-using subset of V3 sequences, suggesting
that there was less evidence of positive selection in the X4
class (Table 2).
Some of the most extreme examples of positive selection
in nature are found in the variable regions of the HIV-1
envelope (Simmonds et al., 1991). Our observation that the
codon volatility method fails to appropriately detect positive
selection within the V3 region of HIV-1 env further refutes
the claim that volatility is a reflection of selection pressure.
To identify the foundation of the volatility method, we
investigated the relationship between sequence variation in
our data set and observed volatility P values. We looked for
evidence of differential codon usage using the GCUA
(General Codon Usage Analysis) package (McInerney,
1998). There were no significant differences in codon usage
patterns between R5 and X4 V3 loop sequences (data not
shown), pointing to another cause for the observed
discrepancy in mean volatility P values. We calculated
correlation coefficients between the relative composition of
each of the 20 amino acids and the mean volatility P valuesTable 2
Inferred positive selection pressure on R5 and X4 V3 loop sequences
Statistic R5 mean (c.v.) X4 mean (c.v.) P value
Volatility P value 0.052 (1.154) 0.288 (0.861) P < 0.0001
dN/dS (Nei–Gojobori) 0.565 (1.619) 1.282 (1.184) P < 0.0001
dN/dS (REL) 0.670 (1.110) 1.467 (0.678) P < 0.012
Positive selection pressure was estimated using the Nei–Gojobori, REL,
and codon volatility approaches. Coefficients of variation for each mean
estimate are listed in parentheses. Method-specific estimates were
compared between R5 and X4 classes using either a two-tailed Mann–
Whitney U test (volatility and Nei–Gojobori methods) or a likelihood ratio
test (REL).
Fig. 3. Cumulative behavior of the average synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions moving codon by codon across (a) CCR5-using (R5) and (b)
CXCR4-using (X4) V3 sequences.
Rapid Communication140for the six HIV-1 genes involved in our earlier analysis
(Table 3). The frequency of arginine was most strongly
correlated with volatility P values (correlation coefficient =
0.691). We then compared the amino acid compositions of
R5 and X4 V3 loop sequences. Arginine was the amino acid
that exhibited the greatest average difference in relative
composition between these two classes. The mean arginine
content of X4 V3 loops was 18.4%, in contrast to 10.5% for
the R5 variants, reflecting the higher net positive charge ofTable 3


















arg 6.1 3.5 2.9 4.2 4.7 7.7 0.6906
met 3.5 2.3 1.6 1.7 2 2.7 0.6439
glu 7.9 4.7 8.6 6.3 5.5 11.8 0.6189
pro 4.8 4.7 7.9 3.5 3.3 7.2 0.5200
leu 7 12.8 8.1 5.2 8.4 7.7 0.3665
his 2 1.2 1.6 2.8 1.4 3.6 0.3344
gly 7.2 15.1 5.4 8 5.9 7.7 0.2304
ala 10.3 3.5 3.8 8.7 6.1 8.6 0.1218
tyr 1.8 1.2 3.8 2.8 2.4 3.6 0.0168
ser 5.7 0 3.2 4.5 5.9 5 0.0611
phe 1.5 2.3 3.2 2.8 2.9 3.2 0.0683
asn 5.5 4.7 2.9 3.1 9.7 3.6 0.0758
trp 1.8 1.2 4.1 2.4 3 3.2 0.0783
cys 2.2 2.3 0.5 2.1 2.6 1.4 0.1479
thr 5.7 7 7 4.2 8.7 3.2 0.3317
asp 2.4 4.7 4.3 6.6 3 4.1 0.4556
ile 5.3 12.8 7.2 8.3 7.7 1.8 0.4807
lys 7.2 5.8 11.3 9 5.2 4.5 0.6138
val 5.3 5.8 6.6 7.6 6.6 6.3 0.6590
gln 6.8 4.7 5.9 6.3 4.9 3.2 0.6760
Amino acid frequencies reported as percentages of overall composition.
Mean volatility P values for each gene are indicated in parentheses. Pearson
correlation coefficients were calculated between residue frequencies and
gene volatilities.the X4 class (Fouchier et al., 1992; Pillai et al., 2003). The
codon AGAwas used to encode arginine preferentially in all
V3 loop sequences. Taken together, these data strongly
suggest that differential amino acid composition, rather than
codon composition, was responsible for the observed
discrepancies in volatility P values.
Our observations are consistent with recent reports
demonstrating that volatility fails to correlate with selection
as measured by comparative methods in the cases of M.
tuberculosis, Mycobacterium bovis, and Escherichia coli
(Dagan and Graur, 2005; Zhang, 2004). In addition, several
reports have emerged discrediting the codon volatility
method based on theoretical concerns. Computer simula-
tions of sequence evolution demonstrate that directional
selection has no effect on codon volatility, and volatility can
increase in the absence of positive selection (Dagan and
Graur, 2005; Nielsen and Hubisz, 2005; Zhang, 2004). The
inherent methodological limitation associated with consid-
ering only 4 out of the 20 amino acids (arginine, glycine,
leucine, and serine) is exacerbated by the observation of
Chen et al. (2005) that serine codon usage exerts a
disproportionately large influence on volatility P values.
Hahn et al. (2005) observed that a gene’s codon adaptation
index (CAI), used to predict its expression level, explains a
much larger proportion of variance in volatility than
selection (as measured by comparative methods). Similarly,
the recent analysis of eukaryotic genomes by Friedman and
Hughes (2005) revealed that nucleotide content at the
second codon position was a much more powerful correlate
of elevated codon volatility than selection intensity.
There are features particular to the HIV-1 genome that
make it an especially unattractive subject for the codon
volatility method. Firstly, HIV, like RNA viruses in general,
has a relatively high mutation rate of¨3.4 105 mutations/
site/generation (Mansky and Temin, 1995). Given that 1010
virus particles are produced each day within an infected host,
Rapid Communication 141there is a considerable probability that a nonsynonymous
substitution in the HIV genome will be masked by a
subsequent synonymous substitution at the same site prior
to being sampled (Perelson et al., 1996). Therefore, positive
selection is likely to be underestimated on average using the
volatility approach. Another complicating factor stems from
the observation that mutation rate itself varies across the HIV-
1 genome (Kosakovsky Pond and Frost, in press); evidence of
recent positive selection would be expected to erode at
different rates at different sites, skewing volatility scores.
Moreover, HIV-1 undergoes recombination at a minimum
rate of 2.8 crossovers per genome per cycle (Zhuang et al.,
2002). This undoubtedly influences per-gene estimates of
volatility, although the direction and magnitude of this effect
likely depend on the precise location of break points as well
as the genetic distance between parental strains. Lastly, the
HIV-1 genome is short (<10 kb) and contains only nine genes.
There is very little statistical power available for intra-
genomic comparisons.
Determining which genes and which sites within genes
are under the greatest or least selection pressures will be
important in the rational design of a HIV vaccine (Choisy
et al., 2004; Kemal et al., 2003; Pillai et al., 2005). A
selection detection method that requires only a single
representative genome such as Fcodon volatility_ would
be attractive. However, we have demonstrated that codon
volatility is not a reliable indicator of selective pressure
on the HIV genome.Materials and methods
Acquisition and preparation of sequence data
All available full-length subtype B HIV-1 genomes in the
Los Alamos National Laboratory HIV Sequence Database
were downloaded and aligned using Multalin (Corpet, 1988).
Sequences containing frameshifts, premature stop codons, or
ambiguities were removed from the data set. Open reading
frames for the remaining 92 sequences were determined for
gag, protease, reverse transcriptase, integrase, env, and nef.
These coding regions were then extracted from each sequence
and aligned using Clustal X (Thompson et al., 1997), with
default gap parameters and the ‘‘DNA 5–0’’ substitution
matrix. Subsequent manual aligning was performed using the
Se–Al sequence alignment editor (Rambaut, 2002). All gene
regions associated with overlapping reading frames were
deleted from the data sets. Sequence alignments are available
for download at: http://supersatish.com/volatility. Genbank
accession numbers involved in our analysis are: A04321,
AB078005, AB097870,AF003887–AF003888, AF004394,
AF042100 – AF042101 , AF049494 – AF049495 ,
AF069140, AF070521, AF146728, AF256206, AF286365,
AF538302–AF538304, AF538306–AF538307, AJ006287,
AJ271445, AY173951–AY173954, AY173956, AY180905,
AY308761 – AY308762, AY314044 – AY314063,AY331283 – AY331284, AY331296, AY332236,
AY352275, AY423384, AY560107–AY560108, D10112,
D86068–D86069, K02007, K02013, K02083, L02317,
L31963, M17451, M19921, M26727, M38429, M93258,
U12055, U23487, U26942, U34603–U34604, U39362,
U4309, U43141, U63632, U69584–U69593, U71182,
Z11530.
Calculation of codon volatility P values
Gene-specific volatility P values for each genome were
obtained by implementing the command-line version of the
volatility server, kindly provided by Dr. J. Plotkin. In brief,
the volatility of each codon, v(C), is calculated as follows:
v Cð Þ ¼ N=T
where N is the number of nonsynonymous codons that
differ from codon C at a single nucleotide position and T
is the total number of (non-termination) codons that differ
from codon C at a single nucleotide position. A gene’s
volatility, v(G), is the sum of the volatilities of its
codons. The volatility P value for each gene is calculated
by comparing v(G) against the volatility of the remaining
genome, adjusting for amino acid composition and length
(Plotkin et al., 2004).
Estimation of dN/dS using comparative methods
Three separate programs were implemented to obtain
gene-specific estimates of dN/dS: the command line version
of the Synonymous NonSynonymous Analysis Program
(SNAP) (Korber, 2001), Hypothesis Testing Using Phylog-
enies (HyPhy) (Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2005), and
Phylogenetic Analysis by Maximum Likelihood (PAML)
(Yang and Nielsen, 2000).
The Synonymous NonSynonymous Analysis Program
(SNAP) is a convenient implementation of the method
originally developed by Nei and Gojobori (1986) that
calculates the number of synonymous and nonsynonymous
base substitutions for all pairwise comparisons of sequences
in an alignment. The number of actual synonymous and
nonsynonymous codon changes between each pair of
sequences are counted, as well as the number of potential
synonymous and nonsynonymous changes. The reported
dN/dS ratio for each comparison is the proportion of
observed nonsynonymous substitutions divided by the
proportion of observed synonymous substitutions, adjusting
for multiple hits using the Jukes–Cantor correction (Jukes
and Cantor, 1969).
The REL (Random Effects Likelihood) method (Kosa-
kovsky Pond et al., 2005) fits two independent distributions
to synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates and
infers whether a site is under selection by computing
empirical Bayes Factors for the event that dN > dS (or dN <
dS) at any fixed sites. Recent results (Kosakovsky Pond and
Frost, in press; Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2005) suggest that
Rapid Communication142failure to allow silent substitution rates to vary among codon
sites may lead to biased estimated of overall dN/dS and
misidentification of hypervariable sites as being under
selection. A web implementation of the REL method is
available at: http://www.datamonkey.org/.
CODEML (version 3.13) is available in the PAML
package of programs and utilizes a number of different
models of codon evolution within a maximum likelihood
framework to estimate selection pressures for each codon
site in a multiple alignment (Yang et al., 2000). The average
dN/dS for each alignment was estimated by the M8 model
(positive selection); M7 (null model) was rejected in all
cases using a likelihood ratio test. Since CODEML requires
phylogenetic trees as input, the PAUP* package (Swofford,
2002) was used to construct maximum likelihood phyloge-
netic trees under the HKY85 + G model using nearest
neighbor interchange branch swapping on an initial tree
constructed by the neighbor joining method.
Method comparison
A Spearman rank correlation coefficient was computed
using JMP Version 5.1 (Sall et al., 2001) for all pairwise
comparisons between selection detection methods.
Prediction of coreceptor usage
A support vector machine-based method was employed
to predict the coreceptor usage of viruses based on V3 loop
amino acid sequence (Pillai et al., 2003). This method is
reported to predict CXCR4 usage with a specificity of 93%
(Jensen and van’t Wout, 2003). The coreceptor classifier is
available for public use at: http://genomiac2.ucsd.edu:8080/
wetcat/tropism.html.
Codon usage analysis
The General Codon Usage Analysis (GCUA) package
was implemented to look for coreceptor phenotype-specific
codon usage patterns (McInerney, 1998).Acknowledgments
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